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Abstract: Three-dimensional reconstruction technology has demonstrated broad application potential
in the industrial, construction, medical, forestry, agricultural, and pastural sectors in the last few
years. High-quality digital point cloud information exists to help researchers to understand objects
and environments. However, current research mainly focuses on making adaptive adjustments to
various scenarios and related issues in the application of this technology rather than looking for
further improvements and enhancements based on technical principles. Meanwhile, a review of
approaches, algorithms, and techniques for high-precision 3D reconstruction utilizing line-structured
light scanning, which is analyzed from a deeper perspective of elementary details, is lacking. This
paper takes the technological path as the logical sequence to provide a detailed summary of the latest
development status of each key technology, which will serve potential users and new researchers in
this field. The focus is placed on exploring studies reconstructing small-to-medium-sized objects, as
opposed to performing large-scale reconstructions in the field.

Keywords: 3D reconstruction; light-section method; line-structured light; point cloud reduction;
point cloud registration; 3D shape representation

1. Introduction

By virtue of the improvement of computer graphics and the cognitive dimension,
three-dimensional reconstruction technology has demonstrated broad application poten-
tial, for example in reverse engineering and robot control in the industrial sector, layout
drawing and crack repair in the construction sector, disease diagnosis and prosthesis pro-
duction in the medical sector, resource detection in the forestry sector, virtual plants and
grafting in the agricultural sector, type recognition and smart machinery in the pastural
sector and so on, which can be easily brought into mind regarding the kinds of applica-
tion scenarios [1–4]. The digital point cloud acquired by this technology can provide a
wealth of three-dimensional information with high quality, great detail, and high preci-
sion. Specifically, scale information in the three-dimensional space can be exploited as
input data for a sensing system to perceive the surrounding environment, providing new
assistance for object recognition, sensing, map construction, and navigation. Meanwhile,
in the fields of reverse engineering developed by three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction
technology, the point cloud data can realize the digitization of complex free-form surfaces
to quickly create or reproduce accurate models of the objects, which plays a crucial role
in part machining and inspection, clothing design, and cultural heritage protection. In
addition, 3D reconstruction technology applied in the medical field is an excellent auxiliary
method in preoperative diagnosis, prosthesis customization, and medical aesthetics. It can
also be combined with virtual reality technology to achieve interoperative visualization,
simulation training and teaching, and intelligent agriculture.

According to the implementation steps, the 3D reconstruction technology can be
divided into two main parts: digital point cloud acquisition and point cloud data processing.
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The classification of 3D information measurement methods, which is considered the most
fundamental point cloud acquisition method, is given in Figure 1.
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Compared with the shortcomings of contact measurement methods, such as their
susceptibility to wear, their time-consuming nature, their strict environmental requirements,
and their higher cost, non-contact three-dimensional measurement methods are more
favored. Among them, passive non-contact three-dimensional measurement methods,
represented by monocular vision, binocular vision, and multi-vision, which have low
measurement accuracy, large computational amount, and a relatively small percentage
of adequate information needed to reconstruct complex objects with high precision, are
commonly adopted in the recognition, semantic segmentation, and configuration analysis
of 3D targets [5].

Correspondingly, the time-of-flight (TOF) method, which relies on temporal resolu-
tion, requires expensive equipment and is difficult to adapt to complex environments.
Among the active non-contact three-dimensional measurement methods [6], the optical
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interferometry method (e.g., Moiré pattern method), the working range of which mainly
depends on the size of the reference grating, is incapable of reconstructing larger objects
and also has poor measurement stability [7]; meanwhile, phase measurement profilometry
(a.k.a. the grating projection method) introduces a serious phase unwrapping problem in
the shaded region or sudden phase variation, such as steps, deep grooves, and protrusions,
leading to the failure of reconstruction of complex three-dimensional objects with highly
drastic changes or discontinuous areas on the surface. Meanwhile, this technology has a
small measurement range and strict environmental requirements that are difficult to scale
up for practical applications [8]; Fourier transform profilometry needs to ensure that there
is no aliasing between the various levels of the spectrum, which limits the measurement
range and the enhancement of the measurement accuracy [9].

In contrast, the light-section method (based on single-line or multi-line structured
light scanning as shown in Figure 2) can reach the micrometer level in measurement
accuracy, which is more adaptable to the application environment and has higher
measurement robustness.

Figure 2. Diagram of the light-section reconstruction system.

Therefore, the light-section method is a common and applicable way to obtain point
cloud data for the needs of 3D reconstruction in small-to-medium-sized scenes. Detailed
comparison results of various methods are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The detailed comparison results of various classical methods.

Method Type Cost 1 Output 2 Resolution Measuring
Range

Time-of-flight method Active 2 XYZD mm large
Laser triangulation method Active 1 XYZ µm medium

Light-section scanning method Active 2 XYZD/RGB µm medium
Phase transform method Active 3 XYZP <mm small

Phase shifting profilometry Active 3 XYZP <mm small
Optical interferometry method Active 3 XYZIP µm small

Shape from X Passive 1 XYZRGBD mm large
Photometric stereo method Passive 1 XYZRGB µm–mm small

Binocular Stereo Vision Passive 2 XYZRGBD µm–mm medium
1 The number is proportional to the cost. The higher the value, the higher the cost. 2 X, Y, and Z, respectively,
represent three-dimensional space position information; D represents the depth information corresponding to
each pixel; P represents the phase information of the structured light; I represents the light intensity information;
R, G, and B, respectively, represent the three primary colors in the color information.
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This article mainly focuses on the 3D light-section reconstruction technology based
on single line-structured light, the schematic diagram of which is shown in Figure 3.
First of all, the feature coordinates in a specific plane in the three-dimensional space are
obtained by the principle of laser triangulation measurement in the case of a single frame;
Multiple frames of data can be registered under the same coordinate system to obtain
the original point cloud data of the object to be reconstructed with the aid of the mobile
device and system calibration results. Afterwards, filtering is performed to weaken the
influence of noise in the measurement environment to obtain the topological relationship
in the point cloud after down-sampling and reduction. Finally, the high-precision three-
dimensional reconstruction of the object is achieved through shape representation and
other processing methods.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the light-section 3D reconstruction technology based on single-line-
structured light.

The single measurement of the 3D light-section reconstruction system is equivalent to
the laser triangulation method with a measurement range of about 1 mm to 10 m, which
means that the technology requires the cooperation of an angular rotation device or a
mobile device to complete the three-dimensional information measurement in a large scene
assisted by processing algorithms. However, these devices with a third degree of freedom
will introduce cumulative errors, so that the accuracy and precision of the measurement
results decrease with the extension of space and time. Therefore, this review focuses on
the three-dimensional reconstruction for small-to-medium-sized objects, exploring the
essential technological breakthroughs and development directions in this field.

During the whole process, the X and Y axis coordinates in the three-dimensional space
are provided by the principle of laser triangulation, which reaches the sub-pixel level for
the detailed surface extraction; The Z-axis coordinates are provided by mobile devices
(such as guide rails, turntables, etc.), which can be traced back to the laser interferometer,
with higher precision and more accurate results. However, there are still many problems in
the practical applications of this method that require further research.

This review takes the technological path and corresponding principles as the logical
sequence, which is shown in Figure 3, to give a detailed summary of the latest develop-
ment status of each key technology, hoping to provide help for the following research
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ideas. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the methodology
used. Section 3 introduces the acquisition of original point cloud data, which contains the
triangulation measurement principle, point cloud filtering and decorating methods. In
Section 4, point cloud reduction methods are presented through five subdivision types.
Section 5 summarizes five types of point cloud registration methods based on different
principles. Meanwhile, three categories of 3D shape representation methods are discussed
in Section 6. The summary and conclusion of the paper, along with future directions of this
field, are given in Section 7.

2. Methodology

We started our paper by examining how 3D point cloud data are obtained through
triangulation measurement and some modification algorithms for original data. We then
described how the three categories of critical challenges in developing structured-light
scanning systems are, besides those inherent at the device level and algorithmic levels.
We promoted corresponding methods and solutions on both levels but, most importantly,
highlighted the currently unresolved issues to achieve higher precision and a wider range
of applications, especially given the limitations in complex features.

All highly cited articles, which were adopted to characterize the development pro-
cess of the field and related technical foundations, were all published between 1968 and
2015. Meanwhile, other articles describing the latest developments in technology were all
published between 2016 and 2021. This review mainly focused on high-precision 3D recon-
struction utilizing line-structured light scanning with four main categories of processing
methods for point cloud.

We mainly searched for keywords, e.g., “3D reconstruction”, “light-section method”,
“line-structured light”, “point cloud reduction”, “point cloud registration”, “3D shape
representation” and other related words, to obtain relevant papers from mainstream
databases such as “Web of Science”, “Google Scholar”, and “CNKI”. In addition, we also
searched for papers using the major conference repositories.

The technical details and implementation process of the algorithm can be found in the
appendix of the article, the author’s personal homepage, GitHub, open-source libraries, etc.

The methods reviewed were organized according to Figure 4. Detailed introductions
and comparisons of these four categories of methods are reported in Sections 4–6.

Figure 4. Structure of this review about high-precision 3D reconstruction utilizing line-structured light scanning.
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3. Acquisition of Original Point Cloud Data
3.1. Principle of Laser Triangulation Measurement

Specific to 3D light-section reconstruction technology, the acquisition method of point
cloud data is equivalent to the laser triangulation measurement, where the coordinates of
each point need to be obtained through the laser stripe centerline extraction method. The
optical structure of a typical triangulation measurement system, where the laser is incident
on the vertical reference plane, and the Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
is placed obliquely, is shown in Figure 5.
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The original point is the intersection of the laser and the lens normal when the laser is
incident perpendicular to the reference plane. The plane that passes through this point,
which is also perpendicular to the laser line, is taken as the reference plane. The height h of
the measured point of the object can be expressed as:

h =
dL

cosα(lcosα + dsinα)
(1)

where α is the angle between the reference plane and the line within the origin point and
the center of the lens; l is the distance from the center of the lens to the imaging surface;
d is the distance between the imaging position and the center of the CMOS; and L is the
horizontal distance between the laser and the CMOS.

The coordinates of each point are connected according to the correct topological
relationship to characterize the contour information of the measured object in the current
section. Considering the accuracy, robustness, and versatility of the extraction process, the
commonly used methods for extracting the centerline of laser stripes mainly include the
gray centroid method, the Steger method, the Hessian matrix method, etc., which achieve
micrometer-level sub-pixel extraction accuracy [10,11]. At present, the latest research in this
field has made certain adjustments to the classic algorithms mentioned above for particular
applications, which has not yet been a significant breakthrough in principle.

Subsequently, the whole system needs to be calibrated to map the extracted two-
dimensional pixel coordinates into three-dimensional space in the correct sequence. The
current laser triangulation measurement system mainly adopts the Scheimpflug imaging
system, considering the high requirements for imaging clarity in the depth of field in 3D
measurement. From a scale-invariant perspective, the Scheimpflug imaging process can be
considered a non-linear mapping from one two-dimensional (2D) vector space, the original
object plane, to a 3D imaging surface. This non-linear mapping will introduce nonrotational
symmetric aberrations, a non-uniform resolution, a non-uniform intensity distribution,
and other issues in the system that affect the measurement accuracy. Therefore, it is crucial
to accurately determine the parameters of the mathematical model for the Scheimpflug
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measurement system to achieve a precise transformation between pixel coordinates and
spatial positions [12].

There are three essential elements during the whole calibration process: the pixel
coordinates, the real-world coordinates, and the corresponding transformation relationship.
Focusing on these elements, existing studies on calibration methods can be divided into
three categories.

The first extensively developed category of studies is those on Zhang’s camera cali-
bration method, which can be classified as a plane method. However, the different model
of the Scheimpflug measurement system with two inclination angles, where the lens is
parallel to the image plane, means that Zhang’s method is not applicable. When this
difference is ignored, the residual error for the calibration results may be much more exten-
sive, leading to lower precision. Meanwhile, the results of fitting calibration may prefer
local optimization rather than global optimization when separating the imaging part and
the object plane part from the entire system to compensate for the deficiency of Zhang’s
method [13]. This method can theoretically cause secondary error propagation, similar to
the two-step calibration method, thus affecting the precision of the calibration results.

Another category is the physical calibration method studies that adopt an in-kind
object on which the real-world coordinate system is built. This object must contain some
known spatial relationships to provide details on the feature points that focus on obtaining
a fitting function. Several past studies have used calibration boards or unique shapes
of objects. Alternatively, these methods are limited by objective conditions, such as the
calibration object and its processing accuracy, or perhaps by the high demands of the
experimental environment and efficient parallel algorithm.

The last kind is the studies on the displacement method, where the final calibration
accuracy can be traced back to the displacement corresponding to the necessary real-
world coordinates. The calibrator adopted by these methods does not limit the processing
accuracy, which completely resolves the drawbacks of the physical calibration method.
Meanwhile, this method can achieve a minimal movement interval to obtain dense datasets
compared with others to achieve higher accuracy than traditional calibration methods [14].

In addition, the depth information in the Z-axis will have an error accumulation
phenomenon, which is difficult to eliminate through system calibration due to the limitation
of the principle of the light-section 3D reconstruction technology. The current ideal solution
to this problem is to perform scale transformation and fusion to obtain a directed point
cloud after multiple measurements, which can be taken as high-precision original data.

3.2. Point Cloud Filtering and Decorating Methods

The original point cloud will produce outliers due to the inherent noise of the sensor or
acquisition device, the surface characteristics of the objects, or other environmental/human
factors, which will affect the accuracy of the 3D reconstruction. Therefore, it is essential to
weaken or even remove noise on the basis of preserving the initial features and details of
the point cloud. Point cloud filtering methods can be divided into seven categories:

1. Statistics-based filtering methods;
2. Neighborhood-based filtering methods;
3. Projection-based filtering methods;
4. Filtering methods based on signal processing;
5. Filtering methods based on partial differential equations;
6. Hybrid filtering methods;
7. Other filtering methods.

The filtering methods for the point cloud are relatively consummate at present, and
have also been introduced by some reviews [15]. Therefore, this paper will not give a
detailed introduction and overview of this technology.

After filtering the original point cloud data, the holes caused by the missing data
during the collection process or the visual blind zone in laser triangulation measurement
can be viewed more clearly. These holes in semi-disordered point clouds will bring great
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difficulties to subsequent processing, such as non-convergence of the algorithm, errors in
solving equations, failure of topological connection, etc. Especially for non-rigid objects
or complex environments to be tested, the point cloud hole phenomenon is a problem
that cannot be ignored. The current algorithms for hole repair, most of which are point
cloud data amplification methods based on boundary equations, are relatively intuitive
linear/non-linear fitting methods.

As shown in Figure 6, one of the classic point cloud datasets produced by Stanford
University, which has been frequently adopted, is the Stanford Bunny [16].

Figure 6. The classical Stanford Bunny: (a) original digital point cloud containing only spatial coordinate information;
(b) point cloud containing a variety of 3D information after 3D reconstruction; (c) the holes caused by the missing data
during the collection process or the visual blind zone.

4. Point Cloud Reduction Methods

Generally speaking, the front-end system requires a higher sampling rate and res-
olution, which results in an enormous amount of original data and a higher density of
information space, to obtain a high-quality point cloud. The demand for point cloud data
storage and related computing speeds is also increasing exponentially with the range
expansion or the increasing complexity of the object to be reconstructed. However, the
data volume of a filtered point cloud is still huge, with insufficient necessity. The inefficient
storage, operation, and transmission of massive data directly affect the convergence of
subsequent algorithms. In the case of low point cloud accuracy requirements, the point
cloud density can be reduced by decreasing the sampling resolution. On the other hand,
it is necessary to down-sample the data and establish a topological structure before fur-
ther operations on the point cloud when the application scenario is high-precision object
reconstruction.

Point cloud reduction methods can be divided into the following five categories.

4.1. Traditional Down-Sampling Reduction Methods

Traditional sparse down-sampling methods for point clouds mainly include the ran-
dom down-sampling method, uniform down-sampling method, and point-spacing down-
sampling method [17–19]. Among them, the random down-sampling method only needs
to select a specific number of points from the original data; the uniform down-sampling
method removes some of the points according to the order of insertion points; and the point-
spacing down-sampling method completes the data screening based on the pre-specified
minimum distance between adjacent points. Compared with the random down-sampling
method, the other two down-sampling methods achieve a more uniform spatial distribution.

However, none of the three methods considers local surface features or point density
changes in the original point cloud, leading to the loss of some details, making it challenging
to achieve high-precision three-dimensional reconstruction. Existing research has shown
that the point density does not affect subsequent recognition and modeling operations in
a specific local neighborhood. Therefore, the local neighborhood in the above algorithm
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process can be randomly refined to obtain a higher local point density than the specified
density to retain more details and achieve more accurate adaptive down-sampling. It
is worth noting that the performance of the adaptive down-sampling method highly
depends on the accurate local characterization process due to the need to estimate the point
density [20].

Chen et al. gradually improved resampling quality by interleaving optimization for
resample points and updating the fitting plane [21]. This general framework can generate
high-quality resampling results with an isotropic or anisotropic distribution from a given
point cloud.

In addition, Rahmani et al. selected a greedy method to find sampled data points
for the problem that the minimization equation is nonconvex and difficult to solved in
down-sampling [22]. The first embedding vector is randomly sampled during initialization.
In the subsequent step, the next embedding vector is sampled to have the largest distance
from the previously sampled embedding vector. Therefore, the other embedding vectors
far away from the sampled embedding vector are taken as the target, where the sampled
embedding vector gradually covers the distribution of all embedding vectors in each step.

Meanwhile, Al-Rawabdeh et al. proposed two improved down-sampling methods on
this basis [23]. The first is a plane-based adaptive down-sampling strategy, which removes
redundant points in a high-density area while keeping the points in a low-density area. The
second method derives the normal surface vector of the target point cloud through the local
neighborhood, which can be expressed on the Gaussian sphere, achieving down-sampling
by removing the points through the detected peaks. Furthermore, Tao et al. and Li et al.
adopted bi-Akima in the selective sampling of initial points [24,25].

4.2. Reduction Methods Based on Geometric Features

The second kind of method is to determine the weight of each point in the point cloud
through geometric features, removing the less important points to achieve the purpose
of streamlining the point cloud. Han et al. proposed an edge-preserving point cloud
simplification algorithm based on normal vectors [26]. Particular edge points should
always be retained in the process of point cloud simplification due to their more apparent
characteristics than nonedged points. The algorithm first uses an octree to establish the
spatial topological relationship of each point and then applies a simple but effective method
to identify and retain edge points. Focusing on those non-edge points, the least essential
points are deleted until the data reduction rate is reached. The importance of non-edge
points is measured using the average Euclidean distance (based on the normal vector) of
the estimated tangent plane from the point to each neighboring point.

Sayed et al. took advantage of an intelligent feature detection algorithm based on
point sampling geometry to select the initial point, combined with Gaussian interpolation,
to evaluate and select the remaining points until reaching a predetermined reduction level.
This method overcomes the time complexity problem in the point cloud simplification
process, which only sacrifices 0.7% of the accuracy [27].

Meanwhile, Xuan et al. adopted the local entropy based on the normal angle to
evaluate the importance of points, which is derived on the basis of the normal angle and
information entropy theory through the estimation of the normal vector. The point cloud is
finally simplified by removing the least important points, which are evaluated by gradually
updating the normal vector and the corresponding importance value [28].

In addition, Ji et al. proposed a simplified algorithm based on detailed feature points,
which has different processes to achieve three aspects of improvement [29]. First, the
k-neighborhood search rule is set to ensure that the target point is closest to the sample
point so that the calculation accuracy of the normal vector is significantly improved and
the search speed is greatly improved. Second, a vital measurement formula, considering
multiple features, is proposed to preserve the main details of the point cloud. Finally,
the octree structure simplifies the remaining points, significantly reducing the hole in the
reconstructed point cloud.
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In addition, Guo et al., Tazir et al., and Thakur et al., respectively, chose curvature,
color, distance, and other information to reduce the point cloud data [30–32].

4.3. Reduction Methods Based on Component Analysis

The third type of method is to measure the structure and composition information of
the point cloud from a global perspective. Markovic et al. proposed a simplified method
for the sensitization of 3D point cloud features based on ε-insensitive support vector
regression, which is suitable for structured point clouds [33]. The algorithm uses the
flatness characteristics of the ε-support vector regression machine to effectively identify
points in the high-curvature area, which are saved in a simplified point cloud along with a
reduced number of points from a flat area. In addition, this method can effectively detect
points near sharp edges without additional processing.

In addition, Yao et al. exploited dimensionality reduction technology to generate 2D
data by extracting the first and the second principal components of the original data with
minor information loss. The generated 2D data are clustered for noise reduction before
being restored to 3D in the 2D space spanned by the two principal components. This
method reduces computational complexity and effectively removes noise by performing
dimensionality reduction and clustering on generated 2D data while retaining details of
environmental features [34].

4.4. Reduction Methods Based on Spatial Subdivision

The fourth type of method is adopting spatial subdivision to achieve point cloud
down-sampling. El-Sayed et al. took advantage of an octree to subdivide the point cloud
into small cubes with a limited number of points, which were down-sampled according to
the local density of each cube [35]. Song et al. also applied the octree encoding method to
divide the neighborhood space of the point cloud into multiple sub-cubes with specified
side lengths, which kept the closest point of each sub-cube from the center point to simplify
the point cloud [36]. Lang et al. used adaptive cell-sized voxel grids to characterize point
clouds, which down-sampled the point clouds by finding the centroid of each grid [37].

In addition, Shoaid et al. resorted to a fractal bubble algorithm to generate a 2D elastic
bubble and a copy of itself through a 2D dataset representing the geometric contour of
a plane. As the bubbles grow, each bubble will select a single point that it first touches,
which will become a simplified set of points. The fractal bubble algorithm is repeatedly
applied to simplify the plane slices of the general 3D point cloud corresponding to the 3D
geometric object, resulting in global simplification of the 3D point cloud [38].

4.5. Reduction Methods Based on Deep Neural Networks

The fifth category of methods combines deep learning and neural networks, while
deterministic down-sampling of disordered point clouds in deep neural networks has not
been rigorously studied so far [39]. Existing methods down-sample the points regardless
of their importance to the network output. Therefore, some critical points may be removed,
and lower value points may be transported to the next layer. Furthermore, it is necessary
to sample points by considering the importance of each point, which varies according to
the application, task, and training data.

Xin et al. introduced the data simplification and point retention steps based on neural
networks in the contour area of the point cloud between the coarse alignment process of
the model data with the measured data as well as the precise registration process of the
reweighted iterative closest point algorithm, which significantly reduced the complexity of
time and space and improves computational efficiency without loss of accuracy [40].

In addition, Nezhadarya et al. proposed a new deterministic, adaptive, and unchang-
ing down-sampling layer called the critical point layer, which learns to reduce the number
of points in the disordered point cloud while retaining the important (critical) point [41].
Unlike most graph-based point cloud down-sampling methods, the graph-based down-
sampling methods use K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) to find neighboring points. At the same
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time, the critical points layer (CPL) is a global down-sampling method, which computa-
tional efficiency is very high. The proposed layer can be developed with a graph-based
layer to form a convolutional neural network.

5. Point Cloud Registration Methods

Limited by the principle of structured light measurement and the development direc-
tion of multi-source data fusion, it is usually necessary to synthesize multiple sets of point
cloud data and register point clouds in different world coordinate systems to the same
coordinate system to complete high-precision reconstruction of objects or the environment,
which is called point cloud registration. The main difficulties of the current registration
process include:

• The point cloud density inconsistent, caused by different distances and perspectives
of data acquisition sources, or the overlap rate between multiple sets of point clouds
being lower, making it difficult to converge the registration algorithm;

• Self-similar or symmetric objects can easily cause misregistration in the absence of
practical constraints;

• Loss of point cloud data caused by occlusion in a complex environment makes the
registration process lack valid input;

• The noise or outliers introduced in the data acquisition process make the iterative
direction not unique and prone to phenomena such as “artifacts”;

• A large number of point clouds in a single time leads to a large amount of calculation,
increased time-consuming, and lower time efficiency.

Traditional point cloud registration methods mainly rely on explicit neighborhood
features such as curvature, point density, and surface continuity. The details of the object are
easily lost in the subdivision area with sudden curvature. Most of the improvements in such
algorithms are to find suitable registration features, speed up data queries, and optimize
registration efficiency. Some of the registration methods require a higher initial position
of the cloud point, which easily falls into the local optimum and makes it challenging to
obtain a good registration result when the overlap rate between two point clouds is high.

The following is a detailed introduction of various classical registration methods and
the latest related research, with a brief summary of classical algorithms in Table 2.

Table 2. A brief summary of classical registration methods.

Category Algorithm Name Author Year Keywords

Based on mathematical
solutions —— —— —— Rotation transformation matrix;

Translation transformation matrix

Based on statistical
models

RANSAC [42,43] Fischler and Chen 1981–1991 Random sample consensus
NDT [44] Biber 2003 Normal distributions transform
4PCS [45] Aiger 2008 Four coplanar points; RANSAC
CPD [46] Myronenko 2010 Coherent point drift

Based on point cloud
features

Spin-Images [47] Johnson 1997 Cylindrical-coordinate system
HIS [48] Zhang 1999 Harmonic shape images

3Dsc [49] Frome 2004 3D shape context
SHOT [50] Salti 2004 Signature of histogram of orientation
PFH [51] Rusu 2008 Persistent feature histograms

FPFH [52] Rusu 2009 Fast persistent feature histograms
VFH [53] Rusu 2010 Viewpoint feature histogram
HKS [54] Sun 2009 Heat kernel signature
PPF [55] Drost 2010 Point pair feature

Based on ICP
deformation

ICP [56] Besl 1991 Iterative closest point
IDC [57] Lu 1997 Iterative dual correspondences

Based on deep learning LORAX [58] Elbaz 2017 Localization by registration using a
deep auto-encoder reduced cover set
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5.1. Registration Methods Based on Mathematical Solutions

The mathematical expression of the point cloud registration process is to solve the
rotation and translation matrix (rigid transformation condition or Euclidean transformation
condition) between multiple point clouds, as shown in the formula:

pt = R·ps + T (2)

where pt and ps are a set of corresponding points between the target point cloud and the
original point cloud. R and T are the rotation transformation matrix and the translation
transformation matrix, respectively. As a result, the point cloud registration process can be
transformed into a mathematical model solving problem.

Jauer et al. solved the registration problem by assuming that the point cloud is a rigid
body composed of particles based on principles of mechanics and thermodynamics [59].
Forces can be applied between two particle systems to make them attract or repel each
other. These forces are used to bring about rigid movement between particle systems until
the two are aligned. This framework supports a physically based registration process, with
arbitrary driving forces depending on the desired behavior.

Meanwhile, de Almeida et al. expressed the rigid registration process by comparing it
with the coding of the intrinsic second-order direction tensor of local geometry. Therefore,
the applied Gaussian space can have a Lie group structure, which can be embedded in
the linear space defined by the Lie algebra of the symmetric matrix, to be adopted in the
registration process [60].

Parkison et al. exploited a new regularized model in the regenerative kernel Hilbert
space (RKHS) to ensure that the corresponding relationship is also consistent in the abstract
vector space (such as the intensity surface). This algorithm regularizes the generalized
iterative closest point (ICP) registration algorithm under the assumption that the intensity
of the point cloud is locally consistent. Learning the point cloud intensity function from
the noise intensity measurement instead of directly using the intensity difference solves
possible mismatch problems in the data association process [61].

In addition, Wang et al. proposed a set of satisfactory solutions for the Cauchy
mixture model, using the Cauchy kernel function to improve the convergence speed of the
registration [62]. For rigid and affine registration, the calculation of the Cauchy mixture
model is more straightforward than that of the Gaussian mixture model (GMM), which
requires less strict correspondence and initial values. Feng et al. proposed a point cloud
registration algorithm based on gray wolf optimizer (GWO), which uses a centralization
method to solve the translation matrix. Subsequently, the inherent shape features are
employed to simplify the points of the initial point cloud model, and the quadratic sum of
the distances between the corresponding points in the simplified point cloud is utilized
as the objective function [63]. The various parameters of the rotation matrix are obtained
through the GWO algorithm, which effectively balances the global and local optimization
ability to obtain the optimal value in a short time.

In addition, Shi et al. introduced the adaptive firework algorithm into the coarse
registration process, which reminds us that multiple types of optimization algorithms can
be applied in the point cloud registration process to achieve higher precision [64].

5.2. Registration Methods Based on Statistical Models

The robust model estimation method that Fischler et al. proposed in 1981 can handle
a large number of outliers, namely Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC), is one of the
classic registration algorithms in the field of computer graphics [42]. Chen et al. applied
the RANSAC idea to the point cloud data registration process in 1991 [43], the process of
which is:

Step 1: Randomly find three non-collinear points in the original point cloud Ps and
three corresponding points in the target point cloud Pt. The transformation matrix Hk
between two point clouds is estimated through these point pairs;
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Step 2: Calculate the degree of agreement between the remaining point pairs of the
original point cloud ps and the target point cloud pt under the transformation matrix Hk
and the error threshold δ obtained in step 1;

Step 3: Iteratively carry out step 1 and step 2 until the transformation matrix H with
the greatest degree of correspondence between the original point cloud ps and the target
point cloud pt is found, which is the transformation matrix between two point clouds
obtained in the registration process.

In summary, the RANSAC algorithm, having a certain probability of obtaining the
correct result, estimates the model parameters for samples containing outliers in an iterative
manner. Moreover, the time complexity of this algorithm is high, which makes it difficult
to apply in large-scale point clouds. In addition, the effect of the RANSAC algorithm
is relatively poor when the point cloud overlap rate is low, or the proportion of outliers
is high.

In 2008, Aiger et al. proposed the 4-Points Congruent Sets (4PCS) algorithm, using
four coplanar points as RANSAC search elements on this basis [45]. This method is robust
and fast in search speed, which has the ability to handle arbitrary initial position alignment
through the introduction of constraint invariants. However, the disadvantage of this type
of method is that there are certain restrictions on the surface shape of the point cloud to be
registered. The registration result is poor if the overlap rate between point clouds is very
low (less than 20%) and the overlap is concentrated in a relatively small area of the point
cloud. Improvements to the algorithm include Super 4-Points Congruent Sets (Super4PCS),
Multiscale Sparse Features Embedded 4-Points Congruent Sets (MSSF-PCS), Volumetric
4-Points Congruent Sets (V4PCS), etc. [65–67].

In addition, Hähnel et al. proposed another probabilistic registration algorithm in
2002 [68]. The algorithm regards the measured value of the reference scan as a probability
function, calculating the probability density of each pair of scans, to perform registration
through a greedy hill-climbing search in the likelihood space. Boughorbel et al. used the
Gaussian mixture model in 2004 to measure the spatial distance between the two scan
points and the similarity of the local surface around the point to achieve registration [69].

Attempting to solve the problems of low time efficiency of the traversal and error-
prone feature matching process, Biber et al. proposed an normal distributions transform
(NDT) registration method in 2003 [44]. The algorithm divides the space into several cells
and calculates the parameters of each cell according to the distribution of points in the
cell. Then, another point cloud is transformed according to the transformation matrix T to
obtain the response probability density distribution function in the corresponding cell, as
shown in the formula of the likelihood of having measured
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However, the registration accuracy of NDT largely depends on the degree of cell
subdivision. Determining the size, boundary, and distribution status of each cell is one of
the directions for the further development of this type of algorithm.

In addition, Myronenko et al. proposed a coherent point drift (CPD) algorithm in
2010, which regarded the registration as a probability density estimation problem [46]. The
algorithm fits the GMM centroid (representing the first point cloud) with the data (the
second point cloud) through maximum likelihood. In order to maintain the topological
structure of the point cloud at the same time, the GMM centroids are forced to move
coherently as a group. In the case of rigidity, the Expectation Maximum (EM) algorithm’s
maximum step-length closed solution in any dimension is obtained by re-parameterizing
the position of the centroid of the GMM with rigid parameters to impose coherence
constraints, which realizes the registration.

Focusing on the problem that too many outliers will cause significant errors in esti-
mating the log-likelihood function, Korenkov et al. introduced the necessary minimization
condition of the log-likelihood function and the norm of the transformation array into the
iterative process to improve the robustness of the registration algorithm [70].

Li et al. borrowed the characteristic quadratic distance to characterize the directivity
between point clouds. By optimizing the distance between two GMMs, the rigid transfor-
mation between two sets of points can be obtained without solving the correspondence
relationship [71]. Meanwhile, Zang et al. first considered the measured geometry and
the inherent characteristics of the scene to simplify the points [72]. In addition to the
Euclidean distance, geometric information and structural constraints are incorporated
into the probability model to optimize the matching probability matrix. Spectrograms are
adopted in structural constraints to measure the structural similarity between matching
items in each iteration. This method is robust to density changes, which can effectively
reduce the number of iterations.

Zhe et al. exploited a hybrid mixture model to characterize generalized point clouds,
where the von Mises–Fisher mixture model describes the orientation uncertainty and the
Gaussian mixture model describes the position uncertainty [73]. This algorithm com-
bined the expectation-maximization algorithm to find the optimal rotation matrix and
transformation vector between two generalized point clouds in an iterative manner. Exper-
iments under different noise levels and outlier ratios verified the accuracy, robustness, and
convergence speed of the algorithm.

In addition, Wang et al. utilized a simple pairwise geometric consistency check to
select potential outliers [74]. Transform and decomposition technology is adopted to
estimate the translation between the original point clouds for a set of potential internal
correspondence pairs. Meanwhile, a rotation search algorithm based on the correspondence
relationship estimates the rotation between the two original point clouds. The translation
and rotation search algorithms are based on the Branch-and-Bound (BnB) optimization
framework, which means that the corresponding input data are globally optimal. However,
the optimal solution of the two decomposition problems of the three-degree-of-freedom
(DoF) translation search and the 3DoF rotation search is not necessarily the optimal solution
of the original 6DoF problem of rigid registration. Experiments showed that the accuracy
of the registration is acceptable.

5.3. Registration Methods Based on Point Cloud Features

The use of mathematical solutions or traversal-exhaustive ideas to achieve registra-
tion between point clouds has certain limitations on computational efficiency, which is
difficult to be actually applied to the registration process of large-scale point clouds. Low-
dimensional point feature information such as normal surface vectors and local curvatures
was adopted to simplify the amount of input data for the point cloud registration process
in the early years of the research.

Johnson et al. proposed a Spin-Images descriptor in 1997 to generate a cylindrical coor-
dinate system based on feature points and their normal vectors [47]. The three-dimensional
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coordinates in the cylinder are projected into the two-dimensional image, and the cor-
responding intensity is calculated according to the points that fall in each image grid,
which forms the Spin-Images descriptor. The registration method based on this feature
quantity does not require any attitude measurement hardware or manual intervention, nor
does it need to assume any prior knowledge of the initial position or dataset overlap to
complete the registration of the three-dimensional point cloud. Relying on Spin-Images’
robustness to occlusion and clutter, as well as the rotation and translation invariance, this
method can also obtain satisfactory results for the registration of cluttered and occluded
three-dimensional point clouds.

In 1999, Dongmei et al. constructed harmonic mapping through a two-step process
of boundary mapping and internal mapping so that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the points on the 3D surface and the mapped image. While preserving the
shape and continuity of the primary surface, a general framework is adopted to represent
surface properties such as normal vectors, colors, textures, and materials, which are called
harmonic shape images (HSI) descriptors [48].

These kinds of algorithms have improved the calculation speed to a certain extent.
While it is difficult to distinguish some local features with high similarity, and the reg-
istration effect between point clouds with the inconsistent resolution is poor. Therefore,
researchers introduced high-level feature information to characterize discrete point clouds,
which achieved rapid registration between point clouds by matching three-dimensional
or multi-dimensional feature information. Current research on feature descriptors mainly
focuses on the local rather than global level because local feature descriptors can resist
interference such as chaos and occlusion, while global feature descriptors are more sensitive
to clutter and occlusion.

Frome et al. proposed a descriptor called 3D shape context (3Dsc) in 2004 [49]. This
method adopts the normal vector of the key point as the local reference axis, where the
spherical neighborhood is equally divided along the azimuth and elevation dimensions.
Meanwhile, the radial dimension is divided logarithmically. The 3Dsc descriptor is gener-
ated by counting the number of weighted points that fall into each area.

Meanwhile, Rusu et al. proposed persistent feature histograms (PSH) descriptors in
2008, which consider all interactions between the estimated normal directions by param-
eterizing the spatial difference between the query point and the neighboring point [51].
The algorithm attempts to capture the best sample changes of the surface to describe the
geometric characteristics of the sample, which forms a multi-dimensional histogram for
the description of the geometric attributes of the k-neighborhood of the point. The highly
dimensional hyperspace located in the histogram provides a measurable information space
for feature representation, which is invariant to the six-dimensional posture of the cor-
responding surface of the point cloud. This method is robust under different sampling
densities or neighborhood noise levels.

Specifically, the point-to-coordinate system constructed in the point cloud is:
u = ns

v = u× (pt−ps)
‖pt−ps‖2

w = u× v
(5)

where vectors u, v and w are the computed Darboux frame. ps is defined as the source
point and pt is defined as the target point. ns is the estimated normal at point of ps.

Meanwhile, the representation based on the neighborhood feature is shown in the formula:
α = v·nt

∅ = u· (pt−ps)
d

θ = arctan(w·nt, u·nt)
d = ‖pt − ps‖2

(6)
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where <α, ϕ, θ, d> are a measure of the angles between the points’ normals and the distance
vector between them. nt is the estimated normal at point of pt.

However, the time complexity of calculating the PFH feature for a query point is
O(k2). The time complexity is O(nk2) if a point cloud has n points, which has extremely low
efficiency. R.B. Rusu et al. improved it into an fast persistent feature histogram (FPFH on
this basis in 2009 [52]. Meanwhile, the weighted average of the statistics of the point pairs
was taken in the k neighborhood, as shown in the formula:

FPFH
(

pq
)
= SPFH

(
pq
)
+

1
k

k

∑
i=1

1
wk
· SPFH(pk) (7)

where simplified point feature histogram (SPFH) simplifies <α, ϕ, θ, d> to <α, ϕ, θ>. The
weight wk represents the distance between query point p and a neighbor point pk in a given
metric space.

FPFH retains most of the information of FPH, which has pose invariance and strong
description ability to shorten the calculation time in the registration process considerably.
Rusu et al. also introduced perspective features based on FPFH in 2010, called the viewpoint
feature histogram (VFH) descriptor [53]. Beyond implementing the registration function,
this descriptor better meets the functional requirements for recognition and pose estimation.

In 2009, Sun et al. proposed a shape-based thermal diffusion characteristic descriptor,
which is called thermonuclear features heat kernel signature (HKS) [54]. This algorithm
calculates the residual heat of each point in the point cloud over time, which is the cor-
responding curve between the degree of heat diffusion and the passage of time. The
algorithm adopted this as the hot core feature of the point to realize the point cloud registra-
tion through the search and matching processes, which has certain robustness, while only
being suitable for application scenarios under equidistant changes. Meanwhile, Zobel et al.
proposed the general heat kernel signature (GHKS) descriptor in 2011 and 2015, which
supplements and improves this type of algorithm [75].

On the other hand, Drost et al. proposed a point pair feature (PPF) descriptor in
2010 to represent the relative position and attitude of two directed points [55]. The set
of feature vectors and the point pair set corresponding to each feature vector was built
into a global model of the point cloud. Pick any point in the model to match the position
and normal vector of a certain point in the target point cloud. Then, the optimal number
of matching point pairs between two point clouds is found through voting, etc., which
means the registration is successful. The algorithm can be applied in environments with
interference, stacking, partial occlusion, etc.

In 2004, Salti et al. proposed the signature of histogram of orientation (SHOT) descrip-
tor to seamlessly integrate multiple data source information, which adopted the structure
of feature signatures and histograms to improve the uniqueness, descriptiveness, and
robustness of the descriptor [50]. Specifically, the feature signature encodes local spatial
geometric information by defining the local reference frame (LRF). The eigenvalues of its
local geometric space are ordered due to the existence of the LRF. The histogram divides
the eigenvalues into intervals, which were encoded in the manner of histogram statistics so
that the statistics were disordered. The spherical support area is divided into 32 partitions
as shown in Figure 7, performing quadrilinear interpolation in the dimensions of normal
vector cosine, longitude, latitude, and radial, which weakens the edge effect and completes
the characterization of the space.
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Figure 7. Signature structure for SHOT.

In recent years, researchers have implemented a lot of improvement work based on
the above algorithm. Ahmed et al. exploited the quadratic polynomial of three variables
to represent the area as an implicit quadric. The intersection of all three implicit quadric
surfaces defines a virtual point of interest, representing a stable area in the point cloud.
The algorithm reduces the computational cost of registration, which is robust to noise and
data density changes [76].

Liu et al. established the local correlation of feature information based on the fast
point feature histogram, combining with greedy projection triangulation [77]. Then, the
sample consistency initial alignment method was applied to perform the initial transforma-
tion to achieve the initial registration. Experimental results show that greedy projection
triangulation improves the accuracy and speed of registration, significantly improving the
efficiency of feature point matching.

Sheng et al. used asymmetric coding, which cannot be affected by rotation, translation,
and scale factors, to obtain plane boundary lines through Freeman differential coding and
Hough transform [78]. This method constructed a two-level index structure, which greatly
improved the feature matching efficiency and precision for the point cloud centerline.

Moreover, Truong et al. applied semantic information to point cloud registration, effec-
tively deleting mismatched point pairs, ensuring maximum consistency in the registration
process, and improving registration speed based on registration performance [79].

In addition, Zou et al. proposed a new local feature descriptor called the local angle
statistical histogram (LASH) for effective 3D point cloud registration [80]. LASH encodes
its characteristics at the angle between the normal vector of a point and the vector formed
by other points in its local neighborhood to form a geometric description of the local shape.
Then, triangle matching points are detected with the same similarity ratio, which is adopted
to calculate multiple transformations between the two point clouds.

Yang designed the corresponding hybrid feature representation for the point cloud
carrying color information [81]. The weight parameter can be dynamically adjusted be-
tween the color and spatial information through the similarity measurement to more
reliably establish the corresponding relationship in the point cloud and estimate the
conversion parameters.

To reduce the influence of noise and eliminate outliers, Wan et al. established a
registration model based on the maximum entropy criterion [82]. The algorithm introduces
two-way distance measurement into the registration framework to avoid the model from
falling into local extremes, which is highly robust.

Eslami et al. resorted to a feature-based fine registration method for images and point
clouds [83]. The connection point and its two adjacent pixels are matched in the overlapping
image, which intersects in the object space to create a differential connection plane. The
initial rough external direction parameters (EDP), IOP internal direction parameters (IOP),
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and additional parameters (AP) are adopted to convert the connection plane points into
object space. Then, the closest point between the point cloud data and the transformed
contact plane point is estimated, which is used to calculate the direction sector of the
different planes. As a constraint equation and a collinearity equation, each spatial contact
point of an object must be located on the differential plane of the point cloud.

5.4. Registration Methods Based on ICP Deformation

The point cloud registration process can be divided into coarse registration and fine
registration. The approximate rotation and translation matrix can be solved by the coarse
registration algorithm when the relative position of each point cloud datum is unknown.
The fine registration process takes the solution obtained by the coarse registration process
as the initial value on this basis. Iterative optimization is performed by setting different
constraint conditions, while the global optimal rotation and translation matrix solution is
obtained to achieve higher precision registration.

The ICP algorithm and its variants are currently the most classic and commonly used
precision registration methods [56], which progress is:

Step 1: Obtaining point pairs (nearest neighbor point). A transformed point cloud is
obtained from the original point cloud, using the result of the rough registration process
as the initial value. The point pair called the nearest neighbor point, whose distance
between the point cloud and the target point cloud is less than a certain threshold, is the
corresponding point between the point clouds.

Step 2: R, T optimization. Minimize the objective function through many correspond-
ing points to obtain the optimal rotation and translation matrix. The m solution process is
shown in the formula:

Rm
∗, Tm

∗ = argmin
R,T

1
|Ps|

|Ps |

∑
i=1
‖Pt

i−
(

R·Ps
i + T

)
‖

2
(8)

where R, T is the corresponding initial value before the m solution, Ps, Pt is the correspond-
ing point (nearest point) in the original point cloud and the target point cloud.

Step 3: Iterative re-optimization. The new R and T parameters are generated in step 2
cause some point pairs to change, which means the initial value of the iteration is incon-
sistent with the previous iteration. Therefore, Step 1 and Step 2 need to be continuously
iterated until the preset iteration termination conditions are met, such as the relative dis-
tance change of the nearest point pair, the change in the objective function value, or the
change in R and T less than a certain threshold.

The prerequisite for applying the ICP algorithm is that the original point cloud and the
target point cloud are basically in a pre-aligned state. The registration process will usually
fail due to falling into a local minimum if the point clouds are far apart or contain repetitive
structures. In addition, the direct use of the ICP method is inefficient and unstable due
to the difference between the point cloud density distribution, the acquisition scanner,
and the scanning angle. At present, scholars have made specific improvements to the ICP
algorithm based on the above problems.

In 1997, Lu et al. extended the ICP algorithm to the Iterative Dual Correspondences
(IDC) algorithm, which accelerates the convergence of the rotating part in the attitude
estimation during the matching [57].

Moreover, Ji et al. used a genetic algorithm to transform the point cloud to the vicinity
of the 3D shape to realize the coarse registration of the point cloud in response to the
requirement that the ICP algorithm needs a more accurate iterative initial value. Combined
with the fine registration algorithm, this method improves the registration rate, matching
accuracy, and convergence speed [84]. Bustos et al. presented a point cloud registration
preprocessing method that guarantees the removal of abnormal points, which reduces the
input to a small set of points in a way that rejects the correspondence relationship and
ensures that it does not exist in the global optimal solution. In this way, the true outliers are
deleted. At the same time, pure geometric operations ensure the accuracy and speed of the
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algorithm [85]. Liu et al. combined the simulated annealing algorithm and Markov chain
Monte Carlo to improve the sampling and search capabilities in the point cloud, which
achieves global optimization under any given initial conditions with the ICP algorithm [86].

In addition, Wang et al. proposed a parallel trimming iterative closest point (PTrICP)
method for the fine registration of point clouds, which adds the estimation of the parallel
overlap rate during the iterative registration process to improve the robustness of the
algorithm [87]. Focusing on the rigid registration problem with noise and outliers, Du
et al. introduced the concept of correlation and proposed a new energy function based on
the maximum correlation criterion, which convergences monotonically from any given
parameter with higher robustness [88].

5.5. Registration Methods Based on Deep Learning

The registration of point clouds combined with deep learning technology has been
one of the emerging development directions in recent years. Elbaz et al. proposed a
registration algorithm between a large point cloud and a short-range scanning point cloud,
called the Localization by Registration Using a Deep Auto-Encoder Reduced Cover Set
(LORAX) algorithm [58]. The algorithm uses a sphere as the basic unit to subdivide
the point cloud into blocks and project them into a depth map. Adopting deep neural
network-based autoencoder technology combined with unsupervised machine learning,
the low-dimensional descriptor of the 5 × 2 matrix is calculated, which can realize the
solution of the coarse registration conversion matrix of the point cloud.

Chang et al. adopted two consecutive convolutional neural network models to build
a point cloud registration framework [89]. Based on the calculated average after training,
the framework can estimate the conversion between the model point cloud and the data
point cloud. Compared with the omnidirectional uncertainty covered by the first model,
the second model can accurately estimate the direction of the 3D point cloud. Experimental
results show that the framework could significantly reduce the estimation time while
ensuring the accuracy of registration.

Furthermore, Perez-Gonzalez et al. proposed a deep neural network based on sparse
autoencoder training, combined with the Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance map point
registration learning method [90]. The algorithm does not assume the proximity between
point clouds or point pairs, which is suitable for point clouds with high displacement or
occlusion. Moreover, this algorithm does not require an iterative process and estimates the
point distribution in a non-parametric manner, with a broader application range.

Weixin et al. trained an end-to-end learning point cloud registration network frame-
work called Deep Virtual Corresponding Points (DeepVCP), which generates key points
based on the learned matching probabilities between a set of candidate points. This method
can avoid interference with dynamic objects and adopts the help of sufficiently prominent
features in static objects to achieve high robustness and high registration accuracy [91].

In addition, Kurobe et al. built a deep learning-based point cloud registration system
called CorsNet (Correspondence Net), which connects local features with global features
and returns the correspondence between point clouds instead of directly setting or gath-
ering features. Thus, it integrates more helpful information than traditional methods.
Experiments showed that CorsNet is more accurate than the classic ICP method and more
accurate than the recently proposed learning-based PointNetLK (PointNet framework
based on Lucas and Kanade) and DirectNet (domain-transformation enabled end-to-end
deep convolutional neural network), including visible and invisible categories [92].

6. Three-Dimensional Shape Representation Methods

The traditional shape representation process is primarily based on point-to-point
correspondence. In 2000, Pfister et al. used point primitive surfels without direct connec-
tivity to characterize geometric surfaces. The attributes of surfels include depth, texture
color, normal, etc., which can be reconstructed on the screen space to achieve low-cost
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rendering [93]. However, the coherence of each primitive is poor, which is reflected in the
discontinuity of the rendering surface.

In 2001, Zwicker et al. gave each footprint a Gaussian filter kernel with symmetric
radius based on the surfels correlation algorithm, where the continuous surface was
reconstructed by a weighted average [94]. The algorithm provides high-quality anisotropic
texture filtering, hidden surface removal, edge anti-aliasing, and independent transparency.
The method is less efficient when drawing highly complex models.

Rusinkiewicz proposed a grid algorithm QSplat, which is suitable for large-scale
point clouds with low computational consumption in 2000, since traditional grid display,
simplified and progressive transmission algorithms are difficult to adopt in the situation of
increasing high-level point cloud data [95]. The algorithm combines the multi-resolution
hierarchy based on the bounding sphere with the point-based rendering system for data
culling, level of detail selection, and rendering. In addition, this algorithm makes the
corresponding trade-offs in quantization, storage form, and description of the Splat shape,
which has a faster rendering speed.

However, the feature point search is usually affected by image noise, distortion, light
and shadow changes, etc., leading to image aliasing. In addition, point-based reconstruction
ignores the structural information between sample points on the surface of the object, which
introduces more difficulties for the subsequent processing of reconstructed points. In order
to avoid the problems mentioned above, researchers have tried to reconstruct the three-
dimensional scene using curves and curved surfaces.

The following is a detailed introduction to various classical 3D shape representation
methods and the latest related research, with a brief summary of representation algorithms,
as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. A brief summary of classical representation methods.

Category Algorithm Name Author Year Keywords

Parametric shape representation

Coons [96] Coons 1964–1967 Four boundaries of a closed curve
Bezier curve [97] Bezier 1971 ——

B-spline curve [98] Gordon 1974 ——
NURBS [99] Versprille 1975 Non-uniform rational B-spline curve
BPLI [100] Barequet 1996 Piecewise-linear interpolation

Implicit surface
representation

Global

RBF [101,102] Hardy 1971 Radial basis function
PSR [103] Kazhdan 2006 Poisson surface reconstruction

SPSR [104] Kazhdan 2013 Screened poisson surface
reconstruction

Local

MLS [105] Lancaster 1981 Moving least squares
MTLS [106] Scitovski 1998 Moving total least squares
MPU [107] Ohtake 2003 Multi-level partition of unity implicits
APSS [108] Guennebaud 2007 Algebraic point set surfaces

RIMLS [109] Öztireli 2009 Robust implicit moving least squares
PIA [110] Hamza 2020 Progressive iterative approximation

Mesh representation

LTA/FA [111] Lawson 1977 Local transformation algorithm

B-W A [112,113] Bowyer,
Watson 1981 Triangulation of an m-dimensional

space point set

TGM [114–117]
Brassel,
Mirante,
Green

—— Triangulation growth method

Crust [118] Amenta 1998 Vertices of the Voronoi diagram
Co-cone [119] Amenta 2000 Simplification of Crust

BPA [120] Bernardini 1999 Ball pivoting algorithm

Voxel representation MC [121] Lorensen 1987 Marching cubes
MTA [122] Doi 1991 Marching tetrahedral algorithm

Other representation methods Surfels [93] Pfister 2000 Include depth, texture color, normal
QSplat [95] Rusinkiewicz 2000 Multi-resolution hierarchy
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6.1. Parametric Shape Representation Methods

Parametric shape representation can also be referred to as explicit shape represen-
tation, representing the three-dimensional surface in the point cloud using realizable
parameters. This type of algorithm is simple in principle and intuitive to implement, which
is susceptible to the limitation of original data to characterize the occluded part of the
data with less flexibility. The various algorithms for parametric shape representation are
introduced below.

In the process of parameter characterization, the most classic idea is to complete the
feature surface drawing of the original point cloud by inserting points and connecting
lines to form a surface. Coons first proposed a universal surface description method in
1964–1967 to define a curved surface, given four boundaries of a closed curve. However,
this method requires a large amount of data, and there are certain uncontrollable factors in
the shape and connection of the curved surface [96].

In response to the method mentioned above, Bezier proposed a way to modify the
shape of the curve by controlling the position of the vertex, which formed the Bezier
curve and surface technology after development and perfection [97]. This method is
simple to calculate, and the reconstructed surface is controllable, while it still cannot meet
the requirements of surface connection and local modification. Therefore, Gordon et al.
proposed the B-spline curve and surface method in 1974, which solved the problems of
local control and parameter continuity while retaining the advantages of Bezier theory [98].
However, this algorithm cannot accurately represent conic section lines and elementary
analytical surfaces, limiting application scenarios.

Versprille extended the non-rational B-spline method to four-dimensional space in
1975, forming the current mainstream non-uniform rational B-spline curve (NURBS) al-
gorithm [99]. NURBS curves can accurately represent standard analytical shapes, such as
simple algebraic curves and surfaces, which can also represent various forms of free-form
curves and surfaces. Meanwhile, NURBS has geometric invariance under affine, translation,
shear, parallel and perspective projection transformations. Therefore, the algorithm has
relatively loose requirements for the initial value, which reduces the computing demand.

In 1992, Meyers proposed an algorithm to reconstruct the surface from the contour
structure, which comprehensively dealt with four problems in the process of extending
from the “line” to the “surface” as follows; (1) The correspondence between the contour
line and the surface; (2) the tiling problem of each contour; (3) the apparently divergent
ruling issue; and (4) the optimal direction of the reconstructed surface [123]. Barequet et al.
proposed an optimal triangulation strategy based on a dynamic programming algorithm
for this problem in 1996, which is called (Barequet’s Piecewise-Linear Interpolation (BPLI)
algorithm. The segmentation result that conforms to the actual topology can be obtained
by connecting the input two-layer contour lines to a three-dimensional surface without
self-intersection [100].

Scholars have made certain improvements on the basis of these classic algorithms,
proposing methods such as bicubic Hermite interpolation, the bicubic Bezier surface
method, the bicubic B-spline method, the least square surface method, the Legendre
polynomial interpolation method, etc. [124–128].

Kong et al. adopted the discrete stationary wavelet transform method to extract the
feature points of the surface to be reconstructed, which are the input data of the NURBS
equation. Compared with the traditional NURBS surface reconstruction method, the root
mean square error of the fitting result is reduced to 77.64% [129].

In addition, the newly proposed T-spline theory overcomes some of the topological
constraints of the B-spline and NURBS, significantly reducing the number of control
parameters, which has certain application prospects due to the linear independence and
unity of the basis functions. For example, Wang et al. adaptively constructed a T grid
suitable for the initial analysis according to the distribution of high-curvature feature points,
where, to perform its local refinement and optimization, algorithms were run iteratively
until the preset accuracy conditions were met [130].
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6.2. Implicit Surfaces Representation Methods

The implicit functions, which consist of some essential functions, are usually adopted
in implicit surface reconstruction processing to characterize the object surface. The complex-
ity of the surface determines the composition of the basis function. The basis function with
general symmetry is adopted to describe the symmetry of the surface, while asymmetric fea-
tures such as edges and corners require basis function characterization of other properties.

The distance function and the symmetric convolution function are the two most
commonly used basis functions. The former is more about energy minimization and
relative variational surfaces, while the latter is a combination of symmetric functions and
different parameters to find the best fit under given conditions. Least squares (LS), partial
differential equations (PDE), Hausdorff distance, and the radial basis function (RBF) are
some of the variational implicit surface substitution equations which can approximately
replace the object surface when setting these equations to 0.

6.2.1. Global Implicit Surface Representation Methods

Various algorithms based on radial basis functions have been extensively studied
by scholars for their accuracy and stability in implicit surface representation. Moreover,
the independent variable of the radial basis function only contains one radial quantity
representing the concept of “distance”, which is more intuitive and more straightforward.

In 1971, Hardy first applied radial basis functions in surface analysis, which solved
surface equations based on coordinate data [101]. Carr et al. introduced the idea of a greedy
algorithm to reduce the number of points in the interpolation calculation of the radial basis
function in 2001 [102]. The algorithm defines the surface to be reconstructed as the zero-set
of the radial basis function, which matches the given surface data, to approximate any
non-linear function and characterize the implicit surface.

However, there are two main difficulties in the shape representation based on radial
basis functions. The first one is to quickly calculate the weight on each sampling point
to fit large-scale data quickly; the second is the fast assignment method of the implicit
function surface represented by the radial basis function, which is a linear superposition
model obtained by the radial basis function and the weight of each sampling point. The
calculation of the function value at any point in the space requires all sampling points to
participate in the calculation so that the function assignment is very time-consuming for
the radial basis function composed of large-scale data.

On the other hand, Kazhdan et al. proposed the Poisson Surface Reconstruction (PSR)
algorithm in 2006 [103]. The algorithm regards the reconstruction of the directed point
cloud as a spatial Poisson problem, which transforms the discrete sample point information
of the object surface into a continuous integrable surface function to construct an implicit
surface. Unlike the radial basis function format, this method allows a hierarchical structure
of locally supported basis functions, which can be simplified to a well-conditioned sparse
linear system solution. Experiments showed that the algorithm is robust to data noise,
which can be applied to noisy point clouds reconstruction while producing wrong partial
triangles sometimes.

Subsequently, the scholar mentioned above extended the mathematical framework
of the PSR algorithm in 2013, which is called the Screened Poisson Surface Reconstruc-
tion (SPSR) algorithm [104]. The modified linear system retains the exact finite element
discretization, which maintains a constant sparse system, to be solved by the multi-grid
method. This algorithm reduces the time complexity of the solver and the number of linear
points, realizing faster and higher-quality surface reconstruction.

Fuhrmann et al. proposed a floating-scale surface reconstruction method to construct
a floating-scale implicit function with spatial continuity as the sum of tightly supported
basis functions in 2014, where the final surface is extracted as a zero-order set of the implicit
functions [131]. Even for complex and mixed-scale datasets, the algorithm can perform
parameter-free characterization without any preprocessing operations, which is suitable
for directional, redundant, or noisy point sets.
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In recent years, Guarda et al. introduced a generalized Tikhonov regularization in
the objective function of the SPSR algorithm, where the enhanced quadratic difference
eliminates artifacts in the reconstruction process, improving the accuracy [132]. Combining
this with Poisson reconstruction, Juszczyk et al. fused multiple sources of data to effectively
estimate the size of the human wound, which is consistent with the diagnosis of clinical
experts [133].

He et al. adopted a variational function with curvature constraints to reconstruct the
implicit surface of the point cloud data, where the minimization function balances the
distance function from the point cloud to the surface and the average curvature of the
surface itself. The algorithm replaces the original high-order partial differential equations
with a decoupled partial differential equation system, which has better noise resistance to
restore concave features and corner points [134].

In addition, Lu et al. proposed an evolution-based point cloud surface reconstruc-
tion method, which contains two deformable models that evolved from the inside and
outside of the input point [135]. One model expands from its inside to a point, and the
other shrinks from its outside. These two deformable models evolve simultaneously in a
collaborative and iterative manner, which is driven by an unsigned distance field and the
other model. A center surface is extracted when the two models are close enough as the
final reconstructed surface.

6.2.2. Local Implicit Surface Representation Methods

Lancaster et al. proposed the moving least squares (MLS) method in 1981, which
can be regarded as a generalized form of the standard least squares method [105]. The
fitting function is composed of a coefficient vector related to an independent variable and a
complete polynomial basis function, rather than the complete polynomial of the traditional
least squares method. While using the tightly supported weight function to divide the
support domain, the discrete points are assigned corresponding weights so that the fitted
curve and surface have the property of local approximation.

Subsequently, Scitovski et al. made certain improvements to the MLS in 1998, which
is called the moving total least squares (MTLS) method [106]. The essence of the algorithm
is to introduce the TLS method approaching in the orthogonal direction in the support
domain according to the construction method of MLS.

However, the method of determining local approximation coefficients is easily af-
fected by outliers and smooth or sharp features, leading to estimation distortion. Öztireli
et al. proposed the robust implicit moving least squares (RIMLS) method in 2009, which
combines the simplicity of implicit surfaces and the advantages of robust kernel regression
to retain fine-detailed continuous surfaces better and can naturally handle type features
with controllable sharpness [109].

In addition, MLS and other similar algorithms are not stable when dealing with
large curvature and sparse point sets. In response to this problem, Guennebaud et al.
proposed high-order algebraic point set surfaces (APSS) instead of the plane used in MLS
in 2007 [108]. This algorithm significantly improves the reconstruction stability in the case
of low sampling rate and high curvature, where the average curvature of the surface, sharp
features, and boundaries can be reliably estimated without additional costs.

Multi-level partition of unity implicits (MPI) was proposed by Ohtake in 2003, which
also adopted an octree to segment and store the input point cloud data [107]. This method
selects different local functions to fit the surface represented by the local point set according
to the position of the data point and the normal vector relationship in each subdomain.
The weight of each local function is then calculated, which is spliced into a global implicit
function to represent the model surface. This method effectively solves the problems
of large memory consumption and slow running time, which performs rapid surface
reconstruction on massive scattered point cloud data. However, the local details of the
model surface obtained by this algorithm are not obvious, leading to a poor ability to repair
holes. In addition, it is worth noting that the MPU algorithm has no noise immunity.
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Gu et al. divided the nodes in the influence domain into a certain number of sub-
samples, which adopted the total least squares method with compact support weight
functions to achieve local approximation. The algorithm cuts the node with the largest
orthogonal residual of each sub-sample, where the remaining nodes of the sub-sample
determine the local coefficients, improving the robustness of the MLS method [136].

Another type of local implicit surface representation path utilizes RBF with adjustable
local influence. Zhou et al. constructed an explicit RBF to approximate the local surface
patch, where an equivalent implicit surface reconstruction form was transformed through
the local system coordinate [137]. This algorithm can avoid the trivial solution that appears
when the radial basis function is approximated, which has good robustness and effective-
ness for processing large-scale shape reconstruction without increasing the scale of the
data solution.

Zhong et al. presented an extended Hermite radial basis function interpolation method
for sparse point clouds with no ideal shape trend. This method introduces differential oper-
ators and difference operators to construct interpolation conditions, which also constructs
a variety of constraint rules to interactively control the local trend of the shape based on
the Hermite–Birkhoff interpolation theory. Experiments showed that the algorithm could
flexibly handle parallel or nonparallel sparse contours [138].

Meanwhile, Hamza et al. applied the progressive iterative approximation (PIA)
method to the implicit curve and surface reconstruction process for the first time, where the
convergence is proved. This algorithm can solve the minimization problem with regular-
ization terms, improving the reconstruction efficiency of implicit curves and surfaces [110].

Kazhdan et al. demonstrated the advantages of introducing Dirichlet constraints on
the general boundary, which inputs the constraint envelope on the basis of the directed
point cloud to make the reconstructed implicit function zero outside the constrained
surface, eliminating the appearance of artifacts and making the reconstruction model more
accurate [139].

6.3. Mesh/Voxel Representation Methods
6.3.1. Mesh Representation Methods

Mesh reconstruction is a series of mesh deformation operations with constraints,
which is performed according to expectations and requirements to obtain a model of the
desired shape based on the original three-dimensional mesh model.

Among them, the triangular mesh model is a more commonly used computer-aided
design model, which contains a series of triangular faces to approximate objects in a three-
dimensional space. The greater the number of triangles, the smoother the surface of the
object model obtained by the approximation, which is closer to the object to be represented.
The structure of the triangular mesh is simple, which has an excellent approximation to
the complex surface to easily represent the object with a complex surface structure. It can
be expressed mathematically as a set consisting of three elements: point, line, and surface.
However, the same space can have several triangulation results, where malformed grid
cells are likely to be present in the triangulation without optimization conditions.

In 1971, Zienkiewicz et al. proposed a mapping method [140]. The original point cloud
discrete data are first mapped to a two-dimensional plane according to the agreed mapping
relationship, which is triangulated to obtain a triangulation and finally is remapped back
to the actual space domain through the mapping relationship. The algorithm is simple
in principle to easily implement, and also has computational efficiency and is generally
suitable for single-connected regions. However, this algorithm cannot be directly applied
to solve the mapping relationship due to its inability when dealing with complex multi-
connected regions.

The Delaunay triangulation method that satisfies the empty circle characteristics and
maximizes the minimum angle criterion is a more classic method among such algorithms,
which is shown in Figure 8. The triangulation of the target point set contains only Delaunay
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edges, which have the closest proximity, uniqueness, optimality, most regularity, regionality,
and a convex polygonal hull.

Figure 8. Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams for a set of 16 planar points.

In 1977, Lawson proposed a classic algorithm in this field called the Local Transforma-
tion Algorithm (LTA), which is also known as the Flipping Algorithm [111]. This algorithm
has strong uniqueness and robustness, which can delete and adjust new points in the form
of local networking and construct new Delaunay edges. However, the algorithm is slower
when building a network of large amounts of data. Moreover, an illegal triangle will be
formed, affecting the accuracy of the reconstruction result if the range of the point set is a
nonconvex area or in an inner ring.

Meanwhile, Bowyer and Watson proposed an incremental algorithm for constructing
the triangulation of an m-dimensional space point set in 1981, which was synthesized into
the Bowyer–Watson algorithm, as one of the classic algorithms in this field [112,113]. Sloan
also made specific improvements on the basis of predecessors [141]. Generally speaking,
the above three algorithms can be classified as a point-by-point insertion method. The
principle and implementation path of these algorithms are relatively simple, while the time
complexity is relatively poor, which is generally between O(N3/2) and O(N5/4).

In response to these problems, researchers such as Dwyer, Lee, Lewis, Chew, etc.,
introduced the idea of divide and conquer in the process of point set division, subnet
construction, and triangulation merging, which improved the time efficiency of recon-
struction [114–117]. However, ample memory space and workload are required due to the
recursive execution progress, resulting in low space efficiency. In addition to these two
types of algorithms, Brassel, Mirante, and Green et al. proposed the triangulation growth
method, whose efficiency is extremely low and has been rarely applied so far [142–144].

Amenta adopted the vertices of the Voronoi diagram to fit the point concentration
axis, reconstructing the curve of the discrete point set based on the Voronoi diagram and
the Delaunay triangle correlation algorithm in computational geometry mentioned above,
which is called the Crust algorithm [118]. This algorithm can effectively reconstruct the
single-edge sampling point set obtained from the smooth curve sampling, while the Crust
algorithm is no longer applicable when the edge contour sampling point set has a certain
thickness or the thickness is not uniform, or the original point cloud is dense and complex.
Subsequently, this researcher made specific improvements based on the Crust algorithm
in 2001, which is called the Power-Crust algorithm. The algorithm has a corresponding
reconstruction result output for any input, while it has a high time complexity and a low
reconstruction efficiency [119].

Moreover, he also simplified the Crust algorithm in 2000, requiring only one Voronoi
diagram calculation and no data construction steps in the original algorithm, which is
called the Co-cone algorithm [145]. This algorithm dramatically reduces the reconstruction
time comparing with the Crust algorithm. While this algorithm still has strict requirements
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on sampling density and other conditions to deal with complex shapes such as abruptly
curved surfaces.

In 1999, Bernardini et al. proposed the Ball Pivoting Algorithm (BPA), which started
with the seed triangle and connected the points through a ball with a certain radius to form
the remaining triangles, to achieve surface reconstruction [120]. The space complexity of
the algorithm is O(n + L), where O(L) is the total number of voxels and O(n) is the number
of data. However, the ball sometimes does not touch the point during the rolling process,
resulting in holes in the reconstructed surface when the density of the point cloud data is
not uniform.

At present, the research on the two-dimensional Delaunay triangulation method is
relatively mature, while there are still some problems to be solved in the three-dimensional
Delaunay triangulation method. The most critical issue is the consistency of the boundary
edges and boundary surfaces of the designated area, which means that effective trian-
gulation should ensure that the boundary of the triangulated model is consistent with
the original model. However, the Delaunay triangulation algorithm only considers the
connection rule of points to guarantee only the existence of points in Delaunay triangula-
tion rather than boundary edges and boundary surfaces in Delaunay triangulation. The
boundary must be restored to ensure the consistency of the designated area boundary.

6.3.2. Voxel Representation Methods

A voxel is a six-sided area of non-variable values surrounding a central grid point,
which characterizes three-dimensional regions in the voxel representation methods. Voxels
are usually three-dimensional boxes so that each voxel contains eight vertices. The isosur-
face can be extracted as a reconstruction of the original curved surface by calculating the
field function at these vertices. The voxel method has no assumptions about the behav-
ior of the data between grid points, which only adopts known data values to generate a
three-dimensional space.

Hoppe et al. proposed for the first time automatically calculating the normal infor-
mation at each point through the local information of each sampling point and using the
linear approximation of the tangent plane to approximate the local model of the surface to
be reconstructed to establish the distance field function of the discrete point set. Then, the
triangle type approximated surface is obtained by the step cube algorithm of isosurface
extraction, which is the required re-evaluated surface. This method has a high degree of
automation, while the reconstruction effect of the boundary of the curved surface and
sharp edges is not good enough [146].

In 1987, Lorensen proposed the Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm based on the Delau-
nay triangle, which adopted each grid cell in a three-dimensional discrete data field as a
voxel [121]. Each voxel vertex has a corresponding scalar value, which can be linearly inter-
polated to approximate the isosurface, triangulating the mesh. The algorithm maintains the
connectivity and gradient information well in the original point cloud. A higher-precision
interpolation method or corresponding topological structure analysis of the original data is
required if the quality of the algorithm needs to be further improved.

In 1991, Doi et al. adopted a tetrahedron instead of a cube to obtain an isosurface to
solve the problem of ambiguity and the low degree of detail retention of the reconstruc-
tion result, which is called the Marching Tetrahedral Algorithm (MTA). In contrast, the
algorithm will accordingly require more computing power and storage space [122].

Some researchers have published exceptional reviews on the MC algorithm, so this
article only listed an example as follows. Zhao et al. determined the connection mode
within the voxel by comparing the asymptotic intersection point of the hyperbola, which is
formed by the intersection of the surface to be reconstructed with the specific plane, with
the threshold pixel value to overcome the ambiguity problem in the MC algorithm [147].
The algorithm avoids the generation of voids in the three-dimensional surface introduced
by connection errors to improve the reconstruction accuracy.
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Guan et al. took voxels as an intermediate medium between the point cloud and the
grid to generate voxel models, constructing a quadrilateral mesh by mapping the vertices
of the outer surface to points [148]. This algorithm refines the quadrilateral meshes with
point mapping and meshes regularization to obtain a high-quality mesh.

7. Summary and Future Directions

This study takes the technological path and corresponding principles as the logical
sequence to give a detailed summary of the latest development status of each key technol-
ogy in the past five years, not only to evaluate the existing research but also to provide
a deeper understanding for new researchers in this field. The four essential technologies
of light-section reconstruction were reviewed and categorized on the basis of the selected
relevant papers.

The first category is the acquisition method for point cloud data utilizing line-structured
light, which can be divided into two main parts. One is the original 3D data, which can be
traced back to XOY-plane results measured by laser triangulation and the displacement
of the Z-axis. This part guarantees high-precision spatial positioning results, directly
affecting the performance of the entire system. Another, also worthy of more attention, is
the filling and decorating method for original 3D data, which restricts the application and
development of this technology to a certain extent. Limited by the measurement principle
of laser triangulation and the non-rigid characteristics of the objects, holes easily appear in
the point cloud, leading to significant obstacles to subsequent processing, identification,
and other processes. Therefore, this aspect deserves more in-depth research, which may
improve the performance of existing systems and widen the range of application scenarios.

The second category is an introduction to the point cloud reduction algorithm, which
occupies an important place in this technology from the present to the future. The data
volume of a filtered point cloud obtained by the front-end system with a higher sampling
rate and resolution is still huge with insufficient necessity, also resulting in a higher density
of in-formation space and the difficulty of converging the subsequent algorithms. If the
light-section scanning system is to be applied to more significant scenes or objects with
rich details, the point cloud reduction method needs further research rather than simply
deleting point cloud data based on similarity or importance.

In addition, the point cloud registration methods mentioned in Chapter 4 alleviate
the limitations of laser triangulation measurement and multi-source data fusion to a
certain extent, while the current registration algorithm still has certain inadaptability,
such as the point cloud density caused by different distances and perspectives of data
acquisition sources is inconsistent, or the overlap rate between multiple sets of point
clouds is lower, which is difficult to converge the registration algorithm. Meanwhile,
the noise introduced in the data acquisition process, or the objects being self-similar or
symmetric, makes the iterative direction not unique and prone to phenomena such as
“artifacts”. The most important thing is that most of the current registration algorithms
are computationally intensive and have low time efficiency, gradually falling behind the
needs of application scenarios. Therefore, improving the effectiveness and simplicity of the
registration algorithm is one of the further directions.

Moreover, this paper also reviews classical and the latest 3D shape representation
methods, which are usually adopted to establish the topological relationship in the point
cloud and visualize the results, containing rich 3D information. For a light-section scanning
system, the obtained point cloud is semi-disordered, presenting more challenges to the
current 3D shape representation methods. In addition, a single-function system will
inevitably make it difficult to meet actual needs in the future development of science
and technology. There will be more types of inputs and noise in the processing of shape
representation. Such algorithms should be more robust and universal.

In this paper, each category was investigated based on the current landscape of the
research, relevant improvements, significant results, and recommendations in this area.
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Future research is also suggested to investigate further improvements. We foresee that our
review of the field will help researchers in this field.
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